
IN CENTRAL ASIA: KAZAKHSTAN 

People keep asking why we went to Central Asia and Berlin last year, and the easiest 
answer was “For the food.” Yes, I have always been interested in the land where stone 
fruit originated: those “Golden Apples of the Sun” from Greek and Roman mythology 
were likely ancient Central Asian peaches. On the other hand, fears about the rise of 
negative nationalism in the countries of the old Soviet world are pressing and very real.  

But truth to tell, what settled the idea of Central Asia was the inspiration of a guy named 
Mikael from Kazakhstan who I met over ten years ago in San Francisco. The fantastic 
image of a place where everyone was tall and mixed Asian and Russian was irresistible. 
Which is how we wound up in Kazakhstan's oldest city, Almaty.  

A modern metropolis on a 1.7 kilometer-high plateau between the endless Steppe and 
the Tian Shan, a Himalayan mountain extension bordering far-western China, Almaty is 
quiet during our early morning arrival. The quaint gingerbread of a Russian-inspired 
building, where the taxi dropped us, was in marked contrast to the horror-film-scary 
staircase of a Soviet-era apartment we reserved on Mr. B&B. But before long the wide 
tree-lined streets became populated with children everywhere, schoolboys in dark blue 
mini-business suits and little girls in big pouffy hair bows walking with their mothers. In 
the near distance to the south, 20,000-foot snow capped peaks top the mountainous 
horizon; glaciera still fills alpine lakes to provide water for the city's 2+ million folks but 
it turns out that they are quickly shrinking.  

Instead of booking a rather expensive guided tour we went on our own to Big Almaty 
Lake. The first stage was a city bus (35 cents) and then a round-trip taxi ($25) with 
Hassan who spoke only Russian or Kurdish, but was full of energy and wanted to talk 
about gangsters in Chicago and Las Vegas. Ken managed pretty well, between the Cyrillic 
alphabet he was learning and Google Translate; he even cracked Hassan up when he told 
him, “In our country gangsters do own casinos, but in yours they own banks.” Too true, 
as on the road to the lake we passed along First President Boulevard, through First 



President's Park (27 years after getting independence from the USSR he's still its only 
president),past four of his houses, (two with different wives,(one  controls the national 
airline), the mansions of his crony relatives who own all the Kazakh banks and finance 
corporations, plus his herds of horses. 

Like the Mongols who showed up and also took over the 
region, the Kazakhs call themselves a people of the horse. 
Their kinship to the horse goes back to the Rokae nomad 
tribe from 5 centuries BCE, who first mastered the useful 
skill of both riding horses and shooting arrows at the 
same time, providing a powerful advantage.over foot 
soldiers. This by the way gave rise to the legend of 
centaurs.  

But back to our excursion. The Big Almaty Lake is 
turquoise, high and lovely. We hiked down to its pastel 
waters, then up a small creek for a picnic beneath a 
juniper bush. Across the lake was Kyrgyzstan, which we 
had hoped to visit for a relaxing three days before 
realizing that it would have cost us a whole day of mountain road travel each way. But we 
could see its glacial peaks from here, and two shacks of Kyrgyzstani soldiers guarding its 
mountain pass. 

The two books we are reading now are The Silk Roads: A New History of the World by 
Peter Frankopan (about which more later) and one we read aloud at our streamside 
picnic: Michael Chabon's delightful novel of assassins and con artists, Gentlemen of the 
Road. It's a wild adventure set in an historically accurate  Central Asia of the Middle 
Ages. Three featured characters are a gangly Frankish adventurer who learned 
medicine from his Jewish mother, a long-lived Moor assassin from the Abyssinian Africa 
of the Queen of Sheba, and a rotund Sogdian Uzbekh who got drafted into a search posse, 
then left for dead. These are three atypical Jews; in Chabon's words, “a son of Shem, a 



son of Ham and a son of Japheth”. They are trying to return an uncooperative freckle-
faced adolescent to the youth's paternal home in Khazaria, the 9th century land of 
nomad converts to Judaism-which sounds amazing but is historically true. This is fun 
stuff! 

Present-day Almaty, once Alma-Ata or Father of Apples, as the region is the genetic 
home to apples and stone fruit including the apricot/uruk, and all the produce here is 
fantastic. In the Green Bazaar I bought some tiny mountain strawberries, vermilion 
raspberries, sea buckthorn berries (or oblebija) for tea, bread, smoked cheese and double 
cream (smetana) Also tomatoes that taste like tomatoes without having to call 
themselves “heritage”-though I am told you can also get the cardboard kind in the 
supermarkets, .imported from China,  
 

Our new friend Erik (like a reincarnation of my long-ago buddy Mikael,) 
took us for a walk in Gorky Park, a charming amusement park for kids, and then along 
the Arbat, a more urban pedestrian stroll, both local versions of larger 
sites in Moscow. On our own we also visited the mixed nightclub 
Chukotka, which got less “gay” as the night got later and filled more and 
more with society girls, prostitutes and loud Russian-speaking men of 
the hench- type. Another night we went to the unmarked Club Monroe, 
named for Marilyn and filled with baby dykes and their gay boy pals. 
Sadly, but it wouldn't have been okay to take pics in there. Amazingly 
the party was held in a Soviet monument between the Museum of 
Musical Instruments and a modern memorial to Kazakhs who died in 
World War II. Later learned that Central Asians, more disposable to the 
Soviets, had been placed on the front lines in the Battle of Stalingrad, 
and suffered the highest losses in that wintry campaign, when fully 1/3 
of the Red Army lost their lives. 

On our last day in Kazakhstan we booked a tour to Tamgaly Gorge, a UNESCO World 
Heritage site that contains over 6,000 petroglyphs, dating from the 1st century BCE up 
to the 14th. Our very knowledgeable guide Konstantine pointed out hundreds of 
drawings on the naturally lacquered shale rocks, which you could walk right up to. 
Indeed many have already tumbled from their original positions on rocky outcroppings 
along a scraggly creek. There amidst the once fertile grasslands of the Steppe, some 
strangely regular “thunder” turns out to come from a Kazakh army heavy artillery 
range ten km away.  



 

This creek bed had been a regular yearly stop for nomadic tribes 
over many centuries, so some of the drawings have been 
redrawn or added on to earlier ones. Among the 6000 are many 
hunting scenes and several sun-headed gods (likely of Tengri, 
the sky deity revered in pagan times). But there are also erotic 
ones, notably men dancing in a circle together, who have 
unmistakable erections (early Radical Faeries?). Konstantine 
wisely deferred on any conjecture, finding Kazakh pre-history 
frustrating because “so little is known covering thousands of 
years.” 

Truly one of the delights of this country is its historical ethnic admixture. Of course they 
would be mixed, caught between raids by Mongols, Huns, Vikings (known here as Rus/
red or Russians) who traded first in furs and then in slaves (the term originally comes 
from the word Slavs) captured in the Steppe and then sold in trade centers farther 
south.  Later the competing empires of Persia, Macedonia, Mughals from India, Arabic 
Moslems, Uighur from the Chinese border, and Sogdians from Bukhara, Tashkent and 
Samarkand each held sway.  

Also, for several centuries there really were Khazarians under their ruler the kagan 
Bulan, of which little is actually known. One story goes that Bulan, caught between the 
rising powers of both Arabia and Constantinople, queried the Byzantine archbishop, 
“Which are worse, the Muslims of the Jews?” and then asked the Islamic chief, “Which 
are worse, the Jews or Christians?” Announcing cleverly that both agreed the Jews were 
the less evil alternative, he post-haste converted his people to Judaism, creating a buffer 
between Islam and Christianity, thus enabling him to trade with both. 



And our guide Konstantine? It is a Russian or Greek name, but 
he turns out to be half Tatar and half Korean. The latter were 
forcibly relocated from the Far East by the Soviets because they 
couldn't tell them apart from the enemy Japanese! Our driver 
Rusla is Uighur, the Moslem Chinese minority who became the 
area's chief merchant traders when Islam bumped up against 
China. Frankopan's book describes them as the first nomads to 
settle down in cities, fortified ones but still in tents-their kagan's 
yurt being gold-domed, with twenty extensions beside the 
throne room. My Gorky Park friend Erik is Uighur and Kazakh. 
Ken met a young guy who is Russian-Jewish and Catalan 
Spanish, eliding various minorities. Turns out if you are mixed 
in Kazakhstan you can choose which identities to put on your 
papers, permitting multiple passports and some financial 

minority rights. If your identity is singular you can still get extra benefits for each child 
produced. 

On our last night we go back to the wonderful Arasan Baths, the grandest of all the old 
Soviet Union's bathhouses. On three floors it includes a Finnish sauna (dry heat), 
Turkish (steam), Russian banya (very hot, beat each other with branches) and 
Moroccan hammam (lay out on hot marble slabs) as well as a freezing water bucket 
dump and cool swimming pool.  

We'd so far been to Georgian, Russian, Korean, and hipster restaurants, but now on our 
last night finally go to a Kazakh cafe. Ken had a beef and rice soup, I had the national 
dish of lagman noodles with horsemeat, plus the ubiquitous mixed veg salads. The riches 
of the  Silk Roads trade are many, and delicious. 

By the way, that gingerbread 
building, the first one we saw 
on arrival? It turned out to be 
an enormous emporium of 
exotic fabrics, not only silks 
but brocades and damasks 
and velvets, and notions for 
hand-sewing from far and 
wide. Before being told “no 
pictures, please” I did snap 
one of the only queens/trans 
women I could identify in this 
traditionally male-oriented 
land. We are truly 
everywhere.  

  

ON THE SILK ROADS: UZBEKISTAN 



The most beautiful cloth that 
we find on the Silk Roads are 
embroidery designs on Uzbek 
suzani (from the Tajik/Farsi 
word for needle). These often 
fruit-figured silk embroideries 
from Bukhara, Samarkand 
and Tashkent bring the art of 
yurt-wall hangings brilliantly 
up through the nomadic 
centuries and into the 
present. In these suzani the 
Tree of Life from Persian 
miniatures, typical Greek 
border grapevines, the central Sun of the local pagan god Tengri, and the pomegranates 
of mystery and fertility cults all still live on in simple objects of home crafting.  They are 
a quick breath of fresh air (visually speaking) on a visit to Uzbekistan's fine  State 
Museum of Applied Arts, which we took in after flying into Tashkent and before catching 
a bullet Afrosyob train ride out that same afternoon.  

Four hours later our transfer from the RR station in Bukhara (Boxoro in local) to Emir 
B&B Hotel comes with non-stop commentary by a Chatty 
Cathy driver which contains both fact and fantasy. Timur 
(Tamerlane) the national warrior hero, married the 
granddaughter of Chingiss (Genghis) Khan and built her 
a beautiful mausoleum, even while he was killing many of 
the famous Mongol's quarrelsome heirs: true. Chingiss 
was blond and had a big nose so was actually Russian: 
doubtful. I saw the TV series so I know. Fabulosity 
perfectly suits our nighttime arrival though, from the 
neon of “the Russian zone” we pass through, up to the 



beautifully spot-lit crenellated dome of Timur's own final resting place Gur-e-Amir. And 
then the taxi actually drives up onto its ramparts and through a small gap in a stone wall 
to the adjacent building in the Old City, which turns out to be our B&B.  

The hospitality of the inns of Bukhara have been famed 
for a thousand-and-a-half years, since the days when 

caravanserai 
stopped at oases and nomads settled into protected 

towns and centers of trade along the old Silk Roads. 
Bukharan B&Bs are still renowned as more welcoming and authentically elegant than 
big hotels, and Emir B&B is one of the nicest, made up of three 19th century Jewish 
merchant houses combined around courtyards that are filled with sun, birdsong and 
several low tables among cushioned daybeds.  

Our room lives up to all expectations. Twin beds take up less than a third of its length, 
the bathroom to one side is sunken and modernized, the ceiling is nearly fifteen feet 
high, and all the walls are covered with rectangles stenciled or painted in local 
patterning. These include a cartouche containing the owner's blessing over visitors, 
dated 1908- in Hebrew! This was the master bedroom; you can still feel its merhaba, 
traditional welcome from the Turkish Ottoman Empire (where the footstools got their 
name), plus a haimishe (comfortably homey) Jewish  feel.   

The last extant of Bukhara's once 13 synagogues is just around the corner from our inn. 
When its shul caretaker Johnny (Jonic) discovers I am a Jew-of which there are a finite 
number left here, 225 at last count-he calls over the elder and introduces Ken and I to 
the 82 year-old Sephardi, whose people fled Spain in 1492 for Greece, then Iraq and 
finally Uzbekistan. They have a 350-year old Torah, which the elder unlocks specially for 
me. I get to touch its sheepskin vellum (on the other side from the text of course). At its 
side I said a kaddish of mourning for my Dad-a longstanding promise I made to him 
before he died-and it was very moving. After which they asked for a donation for “the 
upkeep.” No problem, this is expected of foreign Jews. And after all here we are, family 



who “Shalom Aleichem” each other, rather than 

“Solum alaikum”-ing.  

I had read online that the old rabbi's son distributed tapes of local traditional Jewish 
songs. But Johnny informs us the rabbi died last year, and his son wasn't there anymore. 
Oh, did he move to Queens NY, to the 2nd largest Bukharan colony outside Israel? Nope, 
he's just not here anymore. We both gather that there might have been an internal coup, 
with our new pal Johnny taking over, so to speak, the kosher cash cow. He said he'd bring 
some music to the hotel for me. I really appreciated it, but when he arrived with a used 
DVD of a traditional Uzbek musician named Abram, he wanted $15 for it. Rustam, one of 
two lovely hosts at our B&B, told us Johnny often shows up when there's a Jewish guest, 
hustling something or other. Still Johnny has a big smile and a huge sincere hug and 
hey! my people didn't become the main merchants of the Silk Road by being shy and 
merely davening (praying) all day. Also I am invited the next day for Rosh Hashanah 
(New Year's) Services. I had purchased a fancy hightop blue velvet skullcap from an 
antique dealer across from a local mosque, which took up all the room in my pocket. So, 
luckily, there was no space for my wallet. Even if Johnny hit me up for moolah a third 
time, I would be found to be shekel-less.   

The handsome cantor, like Omar Sharif in a white summer suit, gives the drash 
(interpretive sermonette) in Tajik, which is essentially Persian Farsi. But then he chants 
in a very cultured yet pugnacious accented Hebrew, an assertive stand-in for the local 
Jews who know little Hebrew, maybe only a few phrases-such as “Hag Sameach!” Happy 
holiday! And in the course of the service (fortified by tea and cookies on tables in front of 
us the whole time!) the sufficient number of ten male congregants and foreigners arrive 
to make up a minyan, the requisite quorum.  
  
I sit next to a cool American Israeli, from Tel Aviv and Brooklyn via SF's Mission District. 
We enjoy exchanging sotto voce asides during the entire service (not to worry, the locals 
all do the same). Ours were about the Bukharan community in Queens, who work in the 
Diamond District of Midtown Manhattan, and are known for “auctioning off” Torah 
blessings in temple! Also a Bukharan diner we both know on 49th Street. “So much 



better than Ashkenazi food,” he says. “How can it not be when our only two spices are 
shmaltz (chicken fat) and salt?” I crack. He likes that and translates it into Russian for a 
guy from Moscow- they both laugh out loud. I also share a story about two Miami alte 
kockers  (old farts), one the father of my dear friend Sandy Lowe, centering on a mailed 
box of Harvey Milk's used underwear. He is surprised, “You actually knew Milk?” When 
he sees I also know some of the sung prayers in the mahzor prayerbook, he comments, 
“You're a better man than I am!” Sez me, “I'm not an Israeli, so neither of us has to prove 
we are better or worse Jews.” He responds “Touché!” to our little play of cultural and 
counter-cultural recognition. And sure enough, after the service he does get hit up for a 
monetary donation. The lovely Japanese woman that he “just met this morning” rejoins 
him from the separate women's balcony where she had been listening in even greater 
incomprehension than the rest of us. 



The remainder of our week in Bukhara, then Samarkand and Tashkent, the once upon a 
time Khazaria, features rapt wanderings in ancient mosques, medrassas, mausoleums, 
an occasional museum. And consistently warm encounters.   

In a shaded courtyard of the mausoleum to Bibi Khayyim (Timur's Mongol wife) Ken 
gestures “of course” to a request from an elderly man to share his bench, while I was off 
in search of a toilet. The man's family soon shows up and the gentleman asks for a photo 
with the foreigner. They then temporarily trade toppers-a Boxoro skullcap for Ken's 
straw Mexican cowboy hat. Amid the laughter Ken forgets to have one taken with his 
own camera, to his regret.  

One of our favorite medrassas (Islamic universities) was slowly getting rehabbed and 
received few visits. With recently earned skills in Russian and his cellphone Ken 
manages to converse with the caretaker at the front who collects the small entrance fees, 
while between visitors reading books. We find out that yes, this school once taught 
Sufism, the ecstatic and lenient form of Islam (please see Omar Sharif's last and loveliest 
film Monsieur Ibrahim) as well as medicine, astronomy, literature, all the other arts and 
sciences that elevated Muslim education over the backwardness of Europe during the 
Dark Ages. Among the school's alumni were Omar Khayyam of the Rubaiyat fame, and 
discoverer of key texts in advanced mathematics; plus the polymath scholar he claimed 
as his teacher, “the Father of Medicine” in Latin called Avicenna, whose real name was 
Abu 'Ali al-Husayn ibn 'Abd Allah ivn al-Hasan ibn “Ali ibn Sina. Wow! We are pretty 
damn excited to discover we are in the school of both the patron saint of healing and the 
poet whose Rubaiyat was later translated by gay Victorian vagabond Edward Fitzgerald 
as follows 

 A Book of Verses underneath the Bough, 
 A Jug of Wine, a Loaf of Bread-and Thou 
Beside me singing in the Wilderness- 
Oh, Wilderness were Paradise enow!   

Speaking of food, if that is indeed what he was referring to, we lunch at the Red 
Chaykana (tea house) in the outdoor market of Samarkand, where two young waitresses 
have fun trying to translate for us. It might have been the plate of several dozen lightly 
poached Kadota figs that pushes us $1.50 over the amount of cash we have on hand. 
Usually this would not be any problem, but almost no businesses in Uzbekistan take 
credit cards, and the few ATMs in local stores are usually out of money (not surprising 



really since $1US equals 6,000 soum). Only big hotels and banks in the center of town 
can keep their ATMs filled with the requisite stacks of cash. After two excursions to 
suggested stores or hotels in the Old City tourist area, I return to the chaykana to report 
my failure and let Ken know I'd have to walk a mile or two to find a bank. Did I mention 
that it is about two in the afternoon and the temperature is nearly 100F? Our two 
waitresses return to the table to deliver some good news: our bill had been discounted by 
$1.50! I bow without the slightest irony and proffer thanks with the hand to heart 
gesture that people commonly and sincerely use here.  

Contrary to fears I had built up about a land near-ish to the terrorist war zone of 
Afghanistan, anti-gay and with an unknown attitude toward non-believers, we found 
nothing but kindness and open-mindedness toward us, as two admittedly strange 
Americans, everywhere in Uzbekistan, a country that is 85% Muslim and only two 
decades ex-Soviet. A few more incidents should serve as examples.  

Wandering back from yet another ancient holy place in Bukhara we find ourselves in a 
cul-de-sac where a tall young man is repaving his family's driveway. A younger teenage 
brother come out when he hears English being spoken. Seeing that we tourists might be 
lost, the young brother is ordered by the family to show these wayward foreigners the 
route back to the Old City's center. He puts on his most American T-shirt, which 
celebrates West Coast hip hop, to gladly guide us. With little English (he doesn't  know 
where Los Angeles is or what a 'coast' is) he discovers that one of us is Jewish, one 
Catholic. It's unlikely that he'd met either one before. He himself is proud to tell us he 
prays daily as “a Musulman” and Ken thinks he is calling himself a 'muscle-man.' When 
we arrive at the tiny oasis at the heart of the Old City, the three of us take selfies and 
make a slow goodbye by the statue of Sufi icon Nas'ruddin, a hero of Bukhara. On his 
donkey, he is the beloved holy fool — seen as sacred by grown-ups, funny and welcoming 
by children, who constantly clamber up and into his lap.  
  
In a scenario that couldn't be more different, the city hero of Samarqand is Timur (the 
conqueror Tamerlane) whose five-times larger than life statue on a huge throne still 



reigns over his hometown and is lit 
dramatically after dark. The night caretaker at 

our grapevine bedecked B&B is Xasem, a hefty young man in T-shirt and flip-flops, glad 
to give us info after our late-night arrival though he hasn't heard of a Jewish 
neighborhood hammam (bath house). Later he shares that he studies Econ at university 
in the mornings. (We see him leave next morning in a crisply pressed shirt and slacks.) 
He also runs his family's dairy farm and vineyards, growing the premium long soyaki 
raisins that are dried tender in the shade, rather than withered in the sun, which he 
then exports by the ton to China. He shares with us his belief that the only real 
blasphemy against God is cousins not living in peace, and we embrace. 



  

Our final evening in Samarkand, after resting from our earlier ATM-100-degrees-in-the-
shade experience, we return to see the Registan, Samarkand's largest tourist attraction 
complex, lit up at night. But we did manage to overstay the limits of the day ticket and 
get confronted by a cold “Solum aleikum” from a middle-aged undercover guard flashing 
his badge. First he insists that we pay another 21,000 soum ($3), then alternately tells 
us to leave immediately. But as we head out, even he puts his hand to his heart to add a 
sincere-sounding, “Sorry!” Ken joked that we had been kicked out of better places than 
this-but it just could not have been true. 

It is late now and the moon is new, and we still had never really found our way to the Old 
City of Samarkand, merely to a series of parks starting at the Registan, include a bicycle 
rental promenade popular with little kids, hotdogging teens- even a few single girls 
pedaling fast in an act of nocturnal freedom-past a statue of the deceased first president 
where people place bouquets of flowers and take selfies, and down a modern wide avenue 
lined with shoulder-to-shoulder tourist shops selling pottery and clothing all the way to 
Timur's wife Bibi's mausoleum, across from the now-closed marketplace that houses our 
earlier chaykana.  



Google maps show a road entering the old city toward the famous Gumbaz Synagogue 
and the Jewish neighborhood. But there is no visible road, only those brightly lit, 
identical tourist shops. Until Ken notices a small door in a corrugated wall between two 
shops, and women passing through wearing the colorful Uzbekh full-length dresses and 
head wraps worn by Jewesses and Muslim women alike. We shyly follow and find 
ourselves instantly far away from the fluorescence of the tourist area, abruptly dropped 
into a maze of narrow unlit lanes, each with its clean-cut channel for water disposal. 
When we take a few flash photos that light up a tiny mosque courtyard, like a quaint 
churchyard, we notice that someone sits quietly there on a bench. We do manage to find 
the synagogue, at least its door and sign, by the flashlights on our iPhones. Across is the 
hammam, like a medium-sized neighborhood gym. Women bathe there on Sunday-
Tuesday; men go Wednesday through Shabbat. 

We ask Xasem that night why it is so hard to find these 
sites in Samarkand's Old City. It is for their protection, he 
offers. Theirs? Well maybe it is to protect the tourists, he 
admits, from the smell of open sewer drainage. We offer 

this comparison to 
Bukhara, where they 

know that tourists come to see the old ways of life on the 
trade routes of silk and spices and precious gems and 
furs, and the intersection of Jewish, Islamic and 
Christian peoples. The city fathers of Samarkand seem 
to want to show only the palaces and historic sites of 
Timur the Conqueror, in a bright and shiny new way to highlight their modern 
nationalism. Sounds about right, says Xasem. A new president has replaced a long-term 
autocrat and wants to make changes, but it will be slow going. 

We've already seen and appreciated one of those changes. On July 1, the first day it was 
offered, Ken was able (though with some difficulty and very sloooowly) to apply for our 
Uzbek visas online and get them by email two days later, at a cost of only $20 each! 
Before that we would have had to mail  passports cross-country to DC or NYC, pay $160 
each and pray visas and passports would arrive back in time. Thank you, President 
Shavkat Mirziyoyev. Now, might you please provide ATMs in locations convenient to 
tourists, such as the markets, rather than to benefit banking oligarchs? Oh, and maybe 
the number of times a passport need to be checked to get on a train could be reduced 
from seven to a maximum of twice?  
 





But these are mere quibbles, compared to the warm welcome of its people, and the 
glimpses this country offers back into the Medieval, the days of the Gentlemen of the 
Road, and the 1001 Nights of women in their harems-plus the eunuchs watching them 
both, while slaves were liberated by a Black hero on Samuel Delaney's Bridge of Lost 
Desire in his queer swordplay epic Return to Neveryon.   

OFF THE SILK ROADS: BUDAPEST, BERLIN AND BEYOND NATIONALITY 

After a lifetime during which I avoided going to Germany for family reasons (it being the 
nation that wiped out as many of my extended family as possible), we finally made it to 
Berlin, the jumping-off point for our planned trip to the 'Stans. Plus we have good artist 
friends living in Berlin, and Ken always wanted to go there. By now I did too.  

Berlin turned out to be a real delight, feeling immediately welcoming, replete with 
hipster neighborhoods (see photos of us in Mitte and an artsy bagel shop), gay men and 
strong women everywhere (we got a tour of Bowie’s Berlin from our pal DL Alvarez, 
stayed with punk filmmaker Yony Geyser and met his friend Peaches, of The Teaches), 
plus a healthy immigrant mix just like at home, except here it was Turkish and Syrian 
and African folks rather than Latin-Americans and Far-Asians. 
 



 
Both Germany and Hungarian 
history connect West and East, 
plus both branches of Semites.. 
Central Asia provided a ancient admixture of both ethnic cultures and nationalities. By 
culture I mean the arts and artifacts that illustrate a place’s particularity in time. And I 
am using the term nationality for a people whose story they tell, binding them together. 
Like any “identity” this is not always a positive force, something that may be seen only in 
retrospect. Some examples from our cultural explorations may help to illustrate. 

ο An exhibit we saw at the Alte Nationalgalerie in Berlin focused on an early images 
of the wanderer, the epitome of Goethe's Romantic figure, a precursor to the avant-garde 
and to the cult of the antihero. “Wanderlust” displayed portraits of the lone traveler in 
the woods, alienated from an industrial world but searching for a home in Nature. It 
featured Caspar David Friedrich's amazing oils. It may well be that the Germans first 
“invented” Nature as a place you go to, rather than a simple sylvan spot in pastoral art, 
or an allegory of Innocence Before the Fall. We went with pals Phil and David (of the 

Munchausen family!).  

The Vandervogel movement was made up of German youth groups getting back to 
nature. Its most lasting effects were the nudist movements and the Boy Scouts-- but it 
was also the direct inspiration for Nazism's Hitler Jugend. During the latter 19th and 
early 20th century this Romantic phenomenon inspired not only these portrait 
paintings (usually of a man, occasionally two together, rarely of a woman) alone in the 
wild, but also song cycles such as Mahler's “Das Lied von der Erde”; and the poetry of 
Schiller and Rilke, or later Kerouac's “On the Road” and Dylan (the volk-singer one). 



ο Everywhere we went, I found museums dedicated to what is often called Applied 
Arts. As if the decorative, the useful or the homey were less than real art. With its 
devilishly difficult design elements, brilliant colors and contrasts, and its worship of both 
the historical and the cutting edge, its height is from the 1880s into the 1930s. The term 
covers a wide range of art styles, from the English Arts & Crafts Movement (allied to the 
neo-medievalist Pre-Raphaelite painters) to Art Nouveau and Art Deco, and also 
encompasses the Catalan Modernisme of Gaudi and Puig de Cadafalch, the Wiener 
Werkstatte in Austria, and the Secessionists in Germany and Hungary. What were they 
seceding from? The official art academies of their day, in order to create art based in 

motifs popular with their… folk.  

This is considered the last truly international art movement. One of the best of these 
museums-and the third oldest Applied Arts museum in the world-is Budapest's Museum 
of Applied Arts, which had just reopened after a 3-year remodel in a converted villa. One 
room each shows British, French and Austrian styles, while the rest of two floors of are 
dedicated to its ex-resident Georgy Rath's collection. The ornate yet folksy Hungarian 
style is perfect for ornate Budapest, a city on the Asian edge of Europe whose Magyars 
once invaded all of their neighbors, which only stopped when they were converted to the 
Byzantine Church in the year 1001. Their Music Conservatory seen here is a real beaut.  
 



ο Back in Berlin the Martin Gropius-Bau had featured an exhibition of what the Nazis 
called Entartete Kunst (banned 'degenerate' art) from art dealer Cornelius Gurlitt. The 
Gestapo's art-loving Goering allowed him to continue despite the fact that Gurlitt was 
part-Jewish (one great grandparent was enough to merit murder in the third Reich). 
Amazingly, he continued to deal these artworks even after the war, eventually trying to 
leave a trove of his “collection” with the Bern Museum in Switzerland. The neutral Swiss 
were no doubt sorry not to be able to receive them, but it had to be assumed that each 
was stolen from Jewish owners when we were gathered up for eventual execution. Still, 
after the war as well as during it, business was business, as usual. 

ο The first time I was in Budapest 10 years ago, the old Jewish District was quiet and 
dilapidated. This time, like Le Marais in Paris, it has become Hipster Central, with 
dozens of hostels where EU co-eds were getting drunk and happy at night, and window 
signs announce you are in BUDA FKN PEST. On my first visit I had been to a quiet art-
deco synagogue much like Bukhara's. Now an Israeli government-funded newly restored 
Grand Synagogue had become a crass commercial enterprise with armed guards outside 
and an orthodox man inside enforcing a mandatory paper party-hat yarmulka rule. 

ο More appropriately, a Berlin site that once housed the dreaded SS/Gestapo 
headquarters has now been transformed into an indoor/outdoor museum entitled The 
Topography of Terror. Unlike the rather oblique Memorial to Murdered Jews (where 
oblivious children run and play hide-
and-seek and Chinese tourists take 
limitless selfies),  
this walkway shows Nazi Terror 
overtly. Step by brutal step, viewers 
follow news photo blowups that 
demonstrate how a handful of 
rightwing fanatics managed to rise to 
power. It has portraits of real Germans 
effected by Nazism, all beneath an 
intact segment of the Berlin Wall that 
followed WWII. It is devastating to 
recall each new political atrocity, and 
impossible not to think of the rise of 



neo-Nazism today, not just among the hard core of Trump's 
supporters but in Bavaria, in Italy or Hungary. But also, it sadly 
must be said, in the current neo-con government of Israel, which 
should have learned its lesson of what a majority can do against a 
minority here (or perhaps it did, only too well).  

ο A quite different art exhibit fills what was once a Third Reich bunker in East Berlin. 
Now it contains a so-so exhibit of 21st century art from the private Boros Collection 
displayed in the Nazi-haunted halls of the bunker. After the war it had fallen into 
disrepair and become a fruit warehouse (known as the “banana bunker”) before being 
transformed into a techno rave site and the first iteration of Berlin's huge S&M 
emporium Berghain.  

We never went to the new Berghain but on our first day in Berlin, after visiting the Boros 
Bunker, we did get into the infamous Kit-Kat Klub on its gayest night. Fetish wear or 
near-nudity were required for entry, smoking and chat abounded at seats surrounding a 
pool in which frolicked several female naiads. Two big rooms featured dance music, one 
techno and the other very queer electro-pop. Begun in 1994 by some porn producers, it 
is named for the fictional boite in “Cabaret,” the Kander-Ebb musical made into the film 
by Harold Prince in 1971 after the non-musical film “I Am a Camera,” which was in turn 
based on Christopher Isherwood's Berlin Stories. “Herr Issy-voo” as his landlady called 
him, and his story have come a long way since the days of the Weimar Republic of the 
'30s, but still unchanged is the potent combination of hetero-, bi-, and homo-kink, and in 
Sally Bowles' memorable phrase, simply “Divine decadence, darling”. 

Our short excursion back onto the old Silk Roads gave us some fabulous glimpses of the 
cultures that criss-crossed three continents here. And in the remains of the USSR we can 
contemplate the effects of the end of The American Century as well. It is good to recall 
that the concept of the modern nation is only several hundred years old, but that we all 



spring originally from nomadic folk who, because we are human and thereby social, 
clumped together in tribes as we wandered up from Africa to Europe via the Fertile 
Crescent or across Siberia to the Americas.  

Some groups expanded more, even growing into those “empires” we still know of. In brief 
recap, there was the Assyrians, Saba (in Eritrea) from whence came the Queen of Sheba 
to question Solomon king of the Judeans, many iterations of Egyptians, Moguls and 
others on the Indian subcontinent, the Persians up to the end of Darius, Macedonia's 
highly bisexual king Alexander, Romans whose expansion was stopped by those pesky 
Palestinians but who later adopted the religion of its itinerant Aramaic-speaking Jewish 
Nazarene before their own empire declined and fell. (The “Holy Roman Empire” came 
much later, and was neither Holy nor Roman). Meanwhile, there were Viking invaders 
(including early Russians), the Tatars, those Mongolian “hordes” under Chingiss Khan, 
the Timurids of  “Great” Tamarlane, and the shorter-lived imperiae ruled by Khazars, 
turkic-speaking Chinese Uighurs and Magyars. Each had their century or so, and each 
passed away like the fallen statue of Ozymandias in Percy Shelley's ode, despite the 
hubris of his hoary admonition 
“Look on my works, oh ye 
mighty, and despair”.  

Modern empires still come 
and go. Out of the ruins of the 
Ottomon, Napoleonic, and 
British Empires, the Austro-
Hungarians, the Imperial 
Romanovs and the attempted 
Third Reich, new entities 
called nations were carved 
out, often created across lines 
of language and culture for 
the convenience of the victors 
of wars.  We are still suffering 
the consequences of such 
“nation-building” in places 
like Kashmir, Israel, Burma 
and Iraq, along with the 
always disastrous 
consequences of diabolically 
clownish egomaniacs such as 
Hitler and Stalin, Putain and 
Trumpf.  Nationalsozialismus, 
became barbaric Nazism, and 
even Zionism can turn anti-
Semitic against its Arabic 
cousins (also Semites), while 
“Christians” launch their 
newest crusade, this time 
against hapless trans-folk. 



Instead of the authentic fabric of ethnic or spiritual identification that celebrate actual 
communal belonging,  mere nationalistic or racist totems can become substitutes for real 
identity. Like the swastika (an Indian symbol for hope that the Nazis adopted but got 
backwards), or a sheath of faggots or fascia for the new (1861) nation of Italy. The 
newest (as well as one of the oldest) nations to aim for empire are the Han Chinese, 
whose plan for a New Silk Road will soon link Asia, Africa and Europe at the expense of 
national minorities such as the Moslem Uighurs and the Tibetan Buddhists. We could add 
this to the image of the Little Red Book of Mao in the hands of an anti-intellectual mob, of 
a sad bear on a chain in a Russian circus, a tattered scrap of yellow-and-red plastic flag in 
Catalunya, a MAGA cap and the Pledge of Allegiance at a ball game used to exclude, not 
to mention green beer for St. Patrick, or a buxom blonde accordionist at the mall for 
Oktoberfest. Phony nationalism and its idiot cousin Nativism turn our precious cultural 
gold into mere commodity dross at best, and an easy excuse for race-baiting at worst.   

As with any healthy identity, being proud of one’s ethnicity should allow us to see beyond 
itself to all other nationalities, with no race “better than” than another, not even the 
human one. We are in this together, as countries and as one species among many, with 
water for all.  In order to survive in a post-nationalist world, we need each other, and 
that bunker for bananas, as well as the insects that pollinate them. 




